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this movie is based on the memoir of the same name
written by jordan belfort. it's a thriller movie about a huge
star-studded cast, leonardo dicaprio, jonah hill, margot
robbie, jonah hill, rob reiner, and jonah hill. the movie tells
the story of jordan belfort, a stockbroker who has a horrible
life. it's about how he turned that life around by trading
illegal high-risk stocks. he makes a lot of money. he also
has a criminal past including a conviction for securities
fraud. it is loosely based on the memoir by jordan belfort,
"the wolf of wall street." a former college drop-out,
zuckerberg launches facebook from his dorm room at
harvard, with the intention of connecting the world and
giving people a place to share information in real-time.
zuckerberg's vision is grand, but it's not long before the site
is facing resistance from the likes of myspace and the ipod.
it's then that zuckerberg meets a wall street investment
banker and the two form a fast friendship, and soon they're
working out of zuckerberg's dorm room. soon, zuckerberg is
working for ivan sechin at the russian-owned oil company,
oligarch, as his research assistant, but he quickly makes his
presence known and is promoted to a senior role, in charge
of the company's advertising department. there are two
main problems at the heart of the wolf of wall street. the
first is the fact that it's a movie based on the life of a real
person, and as such, it can't be anything but authentic, and
this authenticity often means we get to see the directorial
hand of martin scorsese. his character work is at times
brilliant and sometimes lurching, and the film's sense of
being larger than life is sometimes jarring, but it's an
honest reaction to the material. scorsese also has the
technical expertise to make the look and feel of the film as
real as possible, and although the final product is familiar in
that it looks like a scorsese film, it feels like no other
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scorsese film we've ever seen before. he doesn't pull any
punches and the fights are realistic and visceral, but the
characters aren't caricatures either; they're living,
breathing people and it's very difficult to look away.
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dicaprio was already a well-known actor when the wolf of
wall streetwas made, but his prior films made him a much

more marketable actor when the film was released. this is a
very good film and, as with many of the best films of 2013,
the script is written by one of the best screenwriters of all

time, william goldman. just as the wolf of wall street taught
us the art of making money, this movie will teach you the
art of avoiding impending catastrophe. the big short is the
cautionary tale that will keep you in your seat as it reveals
how the world's financial system can easily be transformed
into the engine of our own destruction. it was based on a
book with the same name by michael lewis. a wall street

trader is forced to go to las vegas to close a risky deal with
a group of bond traders. these characters, initially driven by
greed, are subjected to an experience with cocaine, heroin,
and ultimately with each other. they don't know that they

are being filmed and that they will be played by actors. the
result is an interesting look at the excesses of the big city.

he's become an icon. a legend. an inspiration. a maverick. a
genius. a madman. that's what people call him. that's what
he wants them to call him. they call him -- the wolf of wall

street. he's a street trader, a corporate raider and a college
drop-out. he's one of the richest men in new york and he's

about to make the biggest deal in wall street history. what's
life without a risk? on wall street, they only say: don't look
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back. it just marks the spot. and don't forget your lucky
shirt. while the sec is trying to nail him, he's off playing the
markets and getting rich. he wins the big one in the back

office while the rest of the world is stuck on a sinking ship.
the wolf of wall street is the story of how greed got its claws
back and a twenty year obsession with making more money

than anyone could possibly spend. 5ec8ef588b
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